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A B S T R A C T

Model-scale experiments were performed to explore the process of level ice interacting with a, in model-scale,
ten-meter-wide inclined structure in shallow water. During each experiment, an initially intact ice sheet was
pushed against the sloping structure, failed against it and accumulated into a grounded rubble pile in front
of it. The strength of the model ice used in the experiments was varied. The spatial and temporal ice load
distributions were measured at two scales: the structure was divided into ten identical segments along its
waterline with the horizontal load on each segment measured, while the local pressure distributions were
simultaneously measured with tactile sensors from two of the segments. This paper focuses on the relationships
between the loads on different segments and the correlation between global and local loads. The load records
of the individual segments during the whole experiment correlated with each other. The Pearson correlation
coefficient for the load records of two neighboring segments was about 0.8, and for segments having a distance
of 5 m or more, about 0.4. The magnitudes of both the maximum and the mean load on each segment were
approximately equal. Even if the segment loads correlated during the whole experiment, the load records of
the individual segments showed also transient ice load peaks, which did not correlate. These were used to
define local peak load events and related local line loads, defined by dividing the magnitude of a peak load
by its width in space. Roughly 2/3 of the local peak load events concentrated on one segment and only about
5% of them covered more than three segments. Narrow local peak load events caused the local line loads of
the highest magnitude, with the magnitude and the relative frequency of the events increasing with the ice
strength. Narrow events resulted in local line loads up to four times higher than the global line load, which was
defined by dividing the total load on the structure by its width. The investigation of the local peak load events
also showed that an inclined structure having a width of approximately 5 m (the ice thickness to structure
width ratio of 1:100) appeared infinitely wide and gave similar results as a wider structure. Ice pressure
measurements showed a line-like pressure distribution at the waterline of the structure with the weakest ice,
whereas with stronger ice, zones of high ice pressure were observed at upper parts of the segments.
1. Introduction

Human activities in ice-covered sea areas increase constantly. Opti-
mizing the design of offshore structures still requires new engineering
insight into various topics related to the ice loads on them. One impor-
tant topic is the spatial distribution of ice loads and pressures during an
ice-structure interaction process, with earlier full- and laboratory-scale
measurements in the case of inclined structures being scarce. Timco
(1991) performed laboratory-scale experiments to measure the vertical
pressure distribution on a structure, where the loads on a segmented
inclined structure were measured. The inclination angle of the structure
was varied in the range of ± 30◦ in relation to vertical. The results
showed that even with a large rubble pile in front of the structure,
a major part of the ice load is transmitted close to the waterline

∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: ida.lemstrom@aalto.fi (I. Lemström).

of the structure. A similar load distribution was found by Tripathi
et al. (2011), who examined the vertical and horizontal ice pressure
distribution measured with tactile sensors from a conical portion of a
pier of the Confederation Bridge. In contrast to this, Lu et al. (2013)
used horizontal and vertical tactile sensor data from model-scale ex-
periments on a downward sloping structure and found that the loads
below the waterline were about equal in magnitude to those measured
at the waterline. Other studies on ice load and pressure distributions
have focused on ice crushing against vertical structures (Sodhi, 1998;
Daley et al., 1998; Sodhi, 2001; Fransson, 2001; Jordaan, 2001; Riska
et al., 2002; Frederking, 2004; Määttänen et al., 2011, 2012; Hyun-
wook et al., 2018). Other types of laboratory-scale experiments on
shallow water ice-structure interaction have previously been performed
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Fig. 1. Experimental set-up: (a) main dimensions and instrumentation and (b) general overview. The segment numbering 1. . . 10 used in the text runs from left to right in (b).
Source: Figure reproduced from Lemström et al. (2022).
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y several authors (Yoshimura and Inoue, 1985; Timco et al., 1989;
Karulin et al., 2007; Evers and Weihrauch, 2004; Repetto-Llamarez
et al., 2009; Repetto-Llamarezrepe et al., 2009; Bridges et al., 2016,
2019) as discussed by Lemström et al. (2022).

As described above, only few model-scale tests on ice load distri-
utions of inclined structures have been conducted before and none of
hem have considered shallow water and rubble pile grounding. Except
or Bridges et al. (2016, 2019), who performed model-scale tests on a
m wide structure, the structure in previous shallow water experiments
ave not exceeded a width of 1.5 m (Lemström et al., 2022). Further, all
f the earlier laboratory-scale experiments related to ice load distribu-
ions on inclined structures were conducted on structures having widths
elow one meter. No reported work, where the ice loading process on
nclined structures have been studied on different widths or where the
ce loads have been measured in different resolutions, exists. A deeper
nowledge on the ice load distributions on inclined structures may
ive new tools for optimizing offshore structures, for designing future
xperiments, and for developing numerical simulations.
This paper studies ice load distributions in laboratory-scale exper-

ments on the ice-structure interaction process in shallow water. In
he experiments, an initially intact ice sheet was pushed against a ten-
eter-wide inclined structure with a constant velocity. The ice rubble
ile forming in front of the structure during the process reached the
ottom, or in other words, the rubble pile grounded. The ice loads were
imultaneously measured in two resolutions. The structure consisted of
en identical one-meter-wide segments and the horizontal load on each
f these segments was measured independently with load cells (Fig. 1).
urthermore, the ice pressure on two of the segments was measured
ith tactile sensors. The campaign consisted of seven experiments in
hree test series with varying ice strength. In one of the series the
ompressive and flexural strength of ice was ∼ 50 kPa; in the two other
2

eries, the ice was two and four times stronger.
The novelty of the experimental set-up used here lies within the seg-
entation of the structure and in the simultaneous load measurements
erformed in different resolutions. The segmentation of the structure
llowed to study the correlation between the ice loads measured on
he segments and to define a width for individual local peak ice
oad events. The relationship between global and local ice loads has
lways been a challenge for Arctic engineering, but is important for
ptimizing offshore structures. By identifying the local peak ice load
vents, this paper attempts to estimate the ratio between the global
nd local ice load on an inclined structure. Further, the local peak ice
oad events could be used to estimate a limit width, above which the
tructure could be considered infinitely wide. This limit is important
or designing future model-scale experiments and simulations, yet it
s rarely estimated. In addition to the horizontal segmentation of the
tructure, both the horizontal and vertical ice load distributions in
he model-scale experiments were measured with tactile sensors. From
his aspect, the experiments are more thorough than in any of the
reviously reported studies. Furthermore, by systematically varying the
ce strength, its effect on ice load distributions was examined. This is
mportant, since the ice strength has a clear effect on the global ice load
evels and on the morphology of the ice rubble pile forming during the
nteraction process. This was shown by Lemström et al. (2022) by using
he same set of experiments as here. It is, thus, justified to assume that
he ice strength may influence the ice load distributions as well.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the experimental

et-up, procedure and parameters are introduced. Section 3 presents
he results from the experiments. Section 4 focuses on the analysis of
he results and compares the work with earlier studies, and Section 5
oncludes the paper. The paper continues a study by Lemström et al.
2022), who discussed the global ice load levels, the effect of ice
strength on the global ice load, and the mechanical phenomena during
the ice loading process.
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Fig. 2. Snapshots of the rubble pile-up process captured by the top view camera during experiment M-2, when 0, 8, 16 and approximately 24 m of ice has been pushed against
the structure.
2. Experimental set-up

The experiments of this paper were performed in the Aalto Ice Tank
ice test basin (Fig. 2). The experimental set-up, presented in Fig. 1a–
b, is described in detail by Lemström et al. (2022). The experiments
were performed by pushing a ten-meter-wide ice sheet against a sloping
structure of the same width with a constant velocity of 50 mm/s
(Fig. 2). The structure consisted of ten identical 1 m × 1 m (width ×
eight) segments, it had an inclination angle of 60◦ and a freeboard of
.5 m. The entire experimental set-up was sufficiently stiff for it to be
onsidered rigid under the measured load. The structure was mounted
n a fixed underwater ramp, and a separately supported 4-meter-long
alse bottom was positioned in front of it. The ice-structure and ice-
ottom friction coefficients were measured to be approximately 0.1 and
.5, respectively. The width of the segments was selected for practical
easons: As the structure was designed to be as wide as practically
chievable, very narrow segments would have made the experiments
ery challenging to set-up and perform. Many of the test parameters,
uch as width and inclination angle of the structure, velocity of the
ce sheet and ice thickness, were chosen together with industrial repre-
entatives to be typical for ice barriers in shallow water areas. During
he experiments, the horizontal load on each segment was measured
ndependently by a uni-axial single-point load cell. The structure was
onfined in between two vertical plexi-glass side panels, restricting the
ce from moving around the structure, to mimic a two-dimensional ice
ccumulation scenario.
Segments 5 and 6 in the middle of the structure were instrumented

ith Tekscan #5400N tactile sensors to measure the local ice pressures.
The segments were numbered from one to ten according to Fig. 1b.)
he sensors had a size 0.88 m × 0.58 m (width × height) and they
onsisted of 52 rows and 34 columns of sensels, each having an area of
7 mm× 17 mm. The tactile sensors were mounted in the center of the
egments, and faced with sheets of 1 mm thick stainless steel to prevent
irect contact with ice or water. Each sensor reached about 0.29 m
elow and above the waterline as measured along the inclined structure
nd covered about 43% of the segment area. The load values measured
3

y the sensors may include some error and, thus, the measured pressure
Table 1
Ice properties in the seven experiments. 𝐻𝑖 is the ice thickness, 𝜎𝑓 is the flexural
strength of the ice, 𝜎𝑐 is the compressive strength of the ice and 𝐸 is the elastic
modulus.

ID 𝐻𝑖 [mm] 𝜎𝑓 [kPa] 𝜎𝑐 [kPa] 𝐸 [MPa]

W-1 50 44 46 107

W-2 52 50 51 112

W-3 52 42 54 103

M-1 50 109 121 387

M-2 51 108 130 328

S-1 52 211 214 2023

S-2 52 197 261 1529

values should be treated as relative. The reliability of the tactile sensor
measurements is assessed in Appendix.

Table 1 presents the values of ice thickness, 𝐻𝑖, flexural strength,
𝜎𝑓 , compressive strength, 𝜎𝑐 and elastic modulus, 𝐸, for each of the
seven experiments conducted. The experiments were performed in
three test series: W, M and S. The experiments in series W, referred to
as ‘weak’, were conducted with ice with the flexural and compressive
strength of ∼ 50 kPa, whereas the experiments in series M and S,
referred to as ‘medium’ and ‘strong’, were conducted with ice having
target flexural and compressive strengths of two and four times higher
than the ice in series W, respectively. The ice strength was system-
atically varied between the strength of the typical model-scale ice of
the Aalto Ice Tank and the strongest ice that the current test fixtures
withstand. To obtain concrete results and to make analysis of the results
straightforward, the number of varied variables in the test campaign
was kept limited. The measurements of the ice properties are presented
in detail by Lemström et al. (2022). Due to technical problems, tactile
sensor measurements were only available for experiments W-2, M-2 and

for segment 6 of M-1.
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Fig. 3. The horizontal segment ice load, 𝐹𝑆 , measured from each of the ten segments in experiment M-1, and the horizontal global load, 𝐹 , as a function of the length of ice
ushed against the structure, 𝐿. The first, linearly increasing and the second, steady-state phase of the global load record, as well as the peak global load, are illustrated in the

ndermost figure. The load peak indicated in the load record of segment 4 will be addressed in Section 4.2.

t
. Results

.1. Segment loads

Fig. 3 shows the horizontal ice load, 𝐹𝑆 , on each segment and the
orizontal global load, 𝐹 , taken as the sum of the loads on each of
4

he ten individual segments, as a function of the length, 𝐿, of the ice
pushed against the structure in experiment M-1. All 𝐹𝑆 − 𝐿 records
showed the same general level features: First 𝐹𝑆 increased, after which
a steady-state phase with a more or less constant load was reached.
The two distinct phases are illustrated in the undermost figure. The

phases were observed even more clearly in the global load records
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Fig. 4. The mean ice load, 𝐹𝑆 , the standard deviation and the peak ice load, max(𝐹𝑆 ), for each of the 10 segments during experiment (a) W-1, (b) M-1 and (c) S-1. Only the
second, steady-state phase of the load records were considered when establishing 𝐹𝑆 . The segments are numbered from left to right in Fig. 1b.
s
from all experiments (Lemström et al., 2022). Due to the segment-to-
segment variation, the two phases and the beginning of the steady-state
phase are not as distinct in the segment load records as in the global
load records. This readily suggests that the ice load was not distributed
evenly throughout the structure width. Fig. 3 further shows that 𝐹𝑆 on
egments close to the edges of the structure started to increase slightly
ater than on those in the middle of the structure, which is an indication
f slight effect of boundaries on 𝐹𝑆 − 𝐿 records.
Fig. 4 presents the mean of the segment load, 𝐹𝑆 , its standard

eviation and the peak segment ice load, max(𝐹𝑆 ), for each of the ten
egments during an experiment in test series W, M and S. (The segments
ere numbered from one to ten starting from the left end of the struc-
ure as Fig. 1b shows.) The mean load and the standard deviation were
etermined by using the 𝐹𝑆 − 𝐿-records from the second, steady-state,
hase of the experiments only. The breaking point between the first and
5

he second phase of the experiments was determined visually and the
ame breaking points as with the global load, presented in Lemström
et al. (2022) were used.

Fig. 4 shows that the mean segment loads, 𝐹𝑆 , were almost constant
throughout the width of the structure, indicating that the load records
measured on the individual segments would correlate with each other.
As expected, the figure also shows that the highest values of 𝐹𝑆 were
measured with the strongest ice, but also, surprisingly, that higher loads
were measured with the weak ice than with the medium ice. A similar
observation applied to global loads, as reported in Lemström et al.
(2022). On the other hand, the average max(𝐹𝑆 ) in the experiment with
medium ice was slightly higher than in the experiment with weak ice.
This is the case even if the global peak load was higher with the weak
ice than with medium ice. The global peak load typically occurred,
when high loads were measured on several segments and its instance
did not usually match the instance of peak load on any of the individual

segments.
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Fig. 5 shows the mean, minimum and maximum for 𝐹𝑆 during
experiment M-1. The mean segment load refers here to the average of
the ten segment loads at given 𝐿. Similarly, the smallest and largest
load induced on a segment at given 𝐿 is used as the minimum and
maximum load, respectively. The mean, maximum and minimum seg-
ment loads appear to correlate strongly: Very often load peaks and
drops in all three records occur simultaneously. The maximum load
was approximately 50% larger than the mean load and the mean load
approximately twice as large as the minimum load.

Fig. 5 further illustrates the differences in the segment load records
during the first, linearly increasing phase. Interestingly, once the lin-
early increasing phase starts, the slope of the increase is equal (∼ 1.5
kN/m (Lemström et al., 2022)) for the minimum, mean and maximum
load; the first phase of the linearly increasing ice load seems to end at
the same instance throughout the entire width of the structure. As Fig. 3
showed, the linearly increasing phase started later on in the process
for the segments further away from the middle of the structure: The
minimum segment load describes the loads on these segments rather
well. The maximum loads, on the other hand, describe the loads on the
segments located in the middle of the structure.

3.2. Local ice pressures

The local ice pressure values on segments 5 and 6 were measured
using tactile sensors (Section 2). Fig. 6 shows the mean pressure, 𝑝𝑖𝑗 ,
on each sensel of the sensor on segment 5 in experiments W-2 and M-
2. In 𝑝𝑖𝑗 , 𝑖 and 𝑗 stand for the sensor rows and columns, respectively.
he 𝑝𝑖𝑗 distributions are presented separately for the phase of linearly
ncreasing ice load (Fig. 6a) and steady state phase of the process
Fig. 6b). The two distinct phases of experiment M-1 are illustrated in
ig. 3.
As Fig. 6a shows, the values of 𝑝𝑖𝑗 during the first phase were

low and distributed evenly underwater. During the second phase with
weak ice (Fig. 6b), the high pressure values occurred mainly at the
waterline. The pressure distribution during the second phase of the
experiment with weak ice was line-like, but not continuous across the
entire width of the segment. On the contrary, during the second phase
of the experiment with medium ice, no high values of 𝑝𝑖𝑗 were found at
the waterline region or directly around it. Instead, high pressure zones
were observed at the upper part of the tactile sensor, approximately
500 mm from the lower edge of the sensor. No clear change in the
pressures below waterline is observed between the first and second
phase with the medium ice.
6

The vertical pressure distribution and high pressure zones were
studied in more detail, by looking into the vertical distribution of 𝑝𝑖𝑗 .
This was performed similarly to Tripathi et al. (2011). To obtain the
vertical pressure distribution, the percentage of all 𝑝𝑖𝑗 values exceeding
a threshold value of 5 kPa on each sensor row, 𝑖, was calculated using

𝑃𝑖 =
𝑁𝑃𝑖
𝑁𝑡

× 100 [%], (1)

where 𝑁𝑃𝑖 is the total number of threshold-exceeding pressure values
n row 𝑖, and 𝑁𝑡 the total number of threshold-exceeding pressure val-
ues recorded by the entire tactile sensor. (Results presented below were
not sensitive to the chosen threshold value on range 0.5 kPa. . . 30 kPa
tested).

Fig. 7a and b present the 𝑃𝑖-values for all 34 rows of the two tactile
sensors in experiments W-2 and M-2, again separately for the two
phases of the experiments. The figure confirms the observations made
above: The high pressure values during the first phase of the process
are mainly located below the waterline with both weak and medium
ice. During the second phase, the high pressure values occurred mainly
directly at the waterline when the ice was weak, but with the stronger
ice, only very few high pressure values are measured at the waterline
region. With the stronger ice, the loads are transmitted close to the top
of the tactile sensor. With some small high pressure points scattered
also below the waterline, the pressures in the case of the stronger
ice seem to create a bi-modal pressure distribution. Thus, even if in
this case the force resultant would be located at the waterline, only
few high loads are induced at this area. In this case, lower resolution
measurements for determining the location of the force resultant could
incorrectly suggest that the ice load is transferred to the waterline.

4. Analysis and discussion

4.1. Correlation between segment loads

Results above suggest that the loads measured on the individual
segments would correlate. To study this in more detail, the Pearson
correlation coefficients, 𝑅, between the complete ice load records for
all possible segment combinations were determined. The Pearson cor-
relation coefficient measures the linear correlation between two data
sets and has values varying between −1 and 1, where 1 designates
total positive correlation, 0 designates no correlation and −1 designates
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Fig. 6. The mean pressure distributions for the tactile sensor on segment 5 for the two phases of the ice loading process of experiments W-2 and M-2. The waterline is represented
by a red line. The tactile sensors were located at the center of the 1 m wide and 1.2 m tall segment both in the horizontal and vertical direction. One pressure sensel has the
area of 17 mm × 17 mm. The figures represent the entire area of the tactile sensor, located along the inclined structure.
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otal negative correlation. 𝑅 is the ratio between the covariance of two
ariables and the product of their standard deviations:

𝑎,𝑏 =
𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝑎, 𝑏)
𝑠𝑎𝑠𝑏

, (2)

here 𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝑎, 𝑏) is the covariance between 𝐹𝑆 − 𝐿 records 𝑎 and 𝑏, and
𝑠𝑎 and 𝑠𝑏 are standard deviations of the records. The covariance is a
measure of the relationship between two variables and evaluates to
what extent the variables change together. In this paper, the following
interpretation of the correlation coefficient values is used: Values of 𝑅
above 0.7 signify a very strong correlation, values above 0.4 a strong
correlation, values above 0.3 a moderate correlation, and values below
0.3 a weak or negligible correlation.

Fig. 8 presents the correlation coefficients for all possible segment
combinations as a function of the distance between the segments (the
distance between two neighboring segments is 1 m and the distance
between the outermost segments is 9 m). The figure shows the average
correlation coefficient, �̄�, for each distance with red marker. The data
from all experiments belonging to test series W, M and S are presented
in Fig. 8a–c, respectively.

As Fig. 8 shows, there is a strong correlation for most of the segment
combinations during the entire experiment. 𝑅 for the 𝐹𝑆 −𝐿 records of
neighboring segments is about 0.8. As the distance between a pair of
segments increases from 1 to 5 m, 𝑅 decreases, as would be expected.
However, as the distance increases further, 𝑅 remains on a rather
constant level of 0.4. Out of all segment combinations, about 54% had
values of 𝑅 between 0.4 and 0.7, which signified a strong correlation,
whereas the share of the 𝑅 values higher than 0.7 was 25%, which
signified a very strong correlation. Only 21% of the 𝑅 values were lower
7

t

than 0.4, which signified only a moderate or negligible correlation.
Fig. 8 also shows, that 𝑅 during the entire experiment, is on an average
up to about 15% higher with the strong ice than with the weak and
medium ice.

Fig. 9 demonstrates how the correlation of the 𝐹𝑆 − 𝐿 records de-
veloped during the experiments with weak and strong ice, respectively.
The graphs show the values of �̄� for four 𝐿 intervals, which are simply
the four quarters of the total length of ice pushed against the structure,
𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥. As the figure shows, all values of �̄� are in an approximate range
of 0.4…0.6 during the first 𝐿 interval, regardless of the ice strength.
uring this interval, �̄� is relatively high for all segment pairs since

the ice goes through consecutive local bending failures in a uniform
pattern along the width of the structure. After the first 𝐿 interval, the
values of �̄� significantly drop for the next two intervals. This decrease is
potentially due to ice partially failing against the structure and partially
against the ice rubble pile. During the last 𝐿 interval, the values of
�̄� appear to be relatively high, but decreasing with the distance. This
indicates that the ice failure process becomes more local towards the
end of the experiments when there is a rubble pile in front of the
structure. During the last 𝐿 interval, the ice fails completely against
the rubble pile in front of the structure (Lemström et al., 2022).

The values of 𝑅 were in the model-scale experiments found to be
trongly influenced by the size of the area on which the load was mea-
ured. Thus, the presented values of 𝑅 are valid for this experimental
et-up only and should be treated as relative values, which indicate
rends rather than absolute values. While there would be a need to
stablish a relationship between the correlation coefficient values and
he area used in the load measurement, it is left for future work.
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Fig. 7. The percentage of pressure values exceeding a threshold value of 5 kPa, 𝑃𝑖, for each of the 34 tactile sensor rows during the two phases of experiments W-2 and M-1.
he results are showed for the two instrumented segments, 5 and 6, in the middle of the structure. The location of the waterline is marked with a red line. One row of the tactile
ensor has the height 17 mm.
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.2. Local peak load events

Fig. 8 showed a strong correlation between the ten 𝐹𝑆 − 𝐿 records
easured in each experiment. Even if this was the case, the load peaks
n the individual segments did not necessarily depend on each other.
ne such peak is indicated in the 𝐹𝑆 − 𝐿 record of segment 4 in
ig. 3. The peak load in this case, reached a value of approximately
.3 kN, about 50% of the global load measured at the same instance.
or the short duration of this transient peak, the segment loads do not
orrelate; only the 𝐹 − 𝐿 record of the neighboring segment 5 shows
8

𝑆

simultaneous peak of a lower value. It is clear that during the event
escribed here, the ice load on the structure is not uniformly distributed
ut concentrated on segments 4 and 5.
The peak loads were used to define local peak load events, identified

rom the 𝐹𝑆 − 𝐿 records by using Rayleigh separation, which is based
on a comparison between the local minima and maxima within a
load history. Two local maxima of 𝐹𝑆 are considered to belong to
two separate load events, if the local minimum 𝐹𝑆 between them is
smaller than the lower maximum multiplied by a separator constant.
In addition, the higher value of the found local maxima must exceed a
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hosen threshold value. Here the separation coefficient was chosen to
e 0.5 and the threshold value 1000 N. The interval for a local peak
oad event was defined to start from the found local minimum and end
o the local maximum following it. Fig. 10a shows an example of a local
eak load event.
The peak load events were analyzed. The events for the analysis

ere chosen as follows: The 𝐹𝑆 − 𝐿 records were divided into 20 one-
eter-intervals and the peak with the highest maximum during the
iven interval was selected as the event for that interval. The load
vent width, 𝐵, was determined for the selected events according to
ow many adjacent segments fulfilled the two conditions illustrated in
ig. 10. The load event was defined to be distributed on two segments
f: (1) The Pearson correlation coefficient, 𝑅, between the 𝐹𝑆−𝐿 records
f the segments for the duration of the event was > 0.75 and (2) the
9

5

alue of 𝐹𝑆 at the instance of the maximum load was > 0.75 times the
agnitude of the maximum load, 𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥. (The results were not sensitive
o the chosen threshold values on the range 0.5…0.9 tested.) The
chosen load events were generally short in duration. The total length of
ice pushed against the structure during the load events averaged 0.9 m
and the standard deviation was 1. During 70% of the load events, less
than one meter of ice was pushed against the structure.

Fig. 11 shows a histogram for the values of 𝐵 for weak, medium
nd strong ice. Most of the local peak load events were narrow, and
he share of the narrow load events increased significantly with the ice
trength. With strong ice, 75% of the load events concentrated on one
egment only, whereas 47% and 65% of the load events with weak and
edium ice had the width of one segment, respectively. Only about
% of the load events covered more than three segments. This shows
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that even if the 𝐹𝑆 − 𝐿 records correlated for the entire experiment,
the structure experienced high local peak loads, that did not relate
to the overall correlation coefficient. Section 3.2 showed that the ice
pressure distribution towards the end of the experiments with weak ice
was line-like, whereas zones of high pressure were scattered around
the segment with medium ice. This aligns with the finding that an
increase in ice strength leads to narrower local peak load events, and,
in fact, the scattered zones of high pressure suggest that the local peak
loads were focused on an area narrower than one segment in the case
of medium ice. The results of Fig. 11 are also in line with Suominen
et al. (2017), who studied the width of ice loading during the level ice
breaking process of a full-scale ship and found the cases with narrow
loading to be more common than cases with wide loading.

To study if the load magnitudes during the peak load events show
any scale effect, a local line load, 𝑞𝑙, was defined as the sum of the
segment loads belonging to a given local peak load event divided by
𝐵 of the event. Fig. 12a shows that the magnitude of 𝑞𝑙 decreased
as 𝐵 increased; wide load events always yield local line loads small
in magnitude, whereas narrow load events can result into high local
line loads. Fig. 12a also shows that 𝑞𝑙 increases with ice strength. It is
interesting to notice that the medium ice yields 𝑞𝑙 higher in magnitude
than weak ice, even if higher global loads were measured for weak
ice (Lemström et al., 2022).

Fig. 12b compares 𝑞𝑙 to the global line load, 𝑞𝑔 , at the instance of the
load event maximum. The global line load, 𝑞𝑔 , was defined by dividing
the global ice load on the structure by the width of the structure. The
figure shows that the values of 𝑞𝑙 are often several times higher than
he values of 𝑞𝑔 : When the load event is narrow and the ice strong, 𝑞𝑙
ay reach values four times higher than 𝑞𝑔 . For load events with 𝐵 > 1
, the 𝑞 to 𝑞 ratios are approximately equal for all ice types tested.
10

𝑙 𝑔 s
verall, the 𝑞𝑙 to 𝑞𝑔 ratios of the figure show that local line loads cannot
e calculated based on the global ice load only. Further challenges for
stimating 𝑞𝑙 arise from the fact that the global maximum load on the
tructure did not often occur simultaneously with the local peak load
vents (Fig. 3). Instead, when high global loads were measured, 𝐵 was
sually large and the magnitude of 𝑞𝑙 low; the highest measured global
oad resulted to a line load of 2.2 kN/m (shown in Fig. 12a), one third
f the highest magnitude of 𝑞𝑙. It was during the narrow load events,
hat the maximum values of 𝑞𝑙 and 𝐹𝑆 on the individual segments were
eached (Fig. 12).
Interestingly, Fig. 12a and b indicate that a structure with a width

f 4–5 m yielded similar line loads than a wider structure would. If 𝐵 <
m, the values of the local line loads, 𝑞𝑙, exceed the global line load,

𝑔 , measured for the entire ten-meter-wide structure, but if 𝐵 is larger
han about 4 m, 𝑞𝑙 stays constant. Therefore, in these experiments, the
tructural width of 4–5 m, about 100 times the ice thickness, appeared
nfinite.
Finally, Fig. 13 illustrates how the load event width, 𝐵, increased

ith the length of pushed ice, 𝐿. At the initial part of the ice-structure
nteraction, when there is only a limited amount of rubble, the ice sheet
ails directly against the structure. In this case the local load events
ppear to remain narrow. As the rubble pile in front of the structure
rows, 𝐵 increases, indicating that the load becomes more evenly
istributed on the structure. No clear trend between the magnitude
f the local line load, 𝑞𝑙, and the length of the ice pushed against the
tructure was observed.
The results of Section 4.1 indicated that the 𝑅 values are high and

hus, on average, the ice-structure interaction process shows similar
hases along the width of the structure. The results here, however,

howed that local peak load events, leading to occasional line loads of
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Fig. 10. Two segment load intervals belong to the same load event if: (1) The correlation coefficient, 𝑅, for the duration of the load event between the segments was > 0.75
nd (2) the value of 𝐹𝑆 at the instance of the maximum segment load, 𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥, related to the event was > 0.75 times of it. Figure (a) shows the selected load event and the load
aximum, 𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥. The load interval of segment 10 (Figure b) fulfills both the criteria and belongs to the same load event, but the load intervals of segments 7 and 3 (Figures c
nd d), do not fulfill one or both criteria and belongs to separate load events.
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igh magnitude, are transient and, as such, do not affect the values of
. Both aspects are, however, important when interpreting the results.
he maximum magnitudes of 𝑞𝑙 may be essential when, for example,
hoosing material thickness for the structure. On the other hand, if the
aximum magnitudes of 𝑞𝑙 are used when calculating the maximum
lobal load to, for example, design a foundation for a structure, over-
imensioning is evident. For an optimal design, the maximum global
nd local line loads should be determined separately.
Ice model tests are frequently used to predict ice loads on offshore

tructures and ships. As a material, model-scale ice differs from sea
ce, and it cannot simultaneously model all aspects of sea ice and its
ailure. However, since model-scale tests are less expensive, easier to
11

a

onduct, and allow a better control of variables than full-scale exper-
ments, it is still the state-of-the-art method to gain new knowledge
n phenomena related to the ice failure processes. Since model-scale
ce cannot correctly reproduce every detail of the mechanical behavior
f sea ice, dominating failure modes to be scaled correctly must be
elected. These depend on the application. For example, during an ice–
hip interaction process, the dominating ice failure mode is flexural
ailure, thus, the flexural strength is the primary ice property to be
onsidered in scaling (Enkvist, 1972; Varsta and Riska, 1977; Valanto,
001).
For the experiments here, the ice properties that needed to be scaled

re not straightforward to define, as the interaction process consists of
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Fig. 11. Histogram for the local peak load event widths, 𝐵, with different ice types. 𝐵 was here determined as described in the text.
wo main phases (Lemström et al., 2022)—there is no one dominant
ailure mode for the whole process. The ice strength, however, was
ystematically varied to gain some insight on its effect on the loading
rocess. At the start of the interaction process, the dominant failure
ode was always flexural failure, which occurred against the structure.
s more ice rubble had formed, the failure of the still intact sheet
sually occurred inside the rubble pile and could not be visually
etected. The dominant failure mode, however, had likely changed at
his point, as buckling of large ice blocks could be identified from the
nder-water video footage. As described in Lemström et al. (2022), it
as evident that the weak ice failed by crushing to a larger extent than
he medium and the strong ice. This was clearly seen from the rubble
iles after the experiments: The strong ice failed into distinct blocks,
hile a significant amount of crushed ice and slush was created as the
eak ice failed. The interaction process in the experiments is similar
o what have been observed in the field (Croasdale, 2011; Palmer and
roasdale, 2013), as discussed in more detail in Lemström et al. (2022).
The scaling related to the experiments is discussed further in Lem-

ström et al. (2022), but it is not straightforward. The purpose of this
paper is not to address scaling. We, however, believe that analogous
effects and phenomena as discussed here would also be relevant in
full-scale.

4.3. Ice pressure distributions

The ice pressure distributions of Section 3.2 showed that the highest
pressures for both the weak and the medium ice were measured below
the waterline at the beginning of the interaction process. As more ice
was pushed against the structure, and a rubble pile formed, the pressure
distribution in the case of the weak ice appeared to be line-like and the
high pressure values were found at the waterline. With the medium ice,
no high pressures were observed close to the waterline, but instead,
high pressure zones were found at the upper part of the tactile sensor.
The reason for the difference in pressure distributions with the two
ice types is likely in the morphology of the ice rubble piles. Since
the interior of the rubble piles with weak ice consisted of a slush-like
substance (Lemström et al., 2022), the forces from the still intact ice
sheet were transmitted through the slushy rubble to the waterline of
the structure. In the case of the medium ice, the forces were distributed
on the structure according to the configuration of the ice blocks within
the rubble. In brief, when the ice is strong enough to form a rubble
pile consisting of ice blocks, the pressure distribution depends on how
the ice blocks are located. This finding is supported by the observation
that the highest pressure values did not change their location during
12
the second phase of the process. During the second phase, the ice failed
against the rubble pile and not against the structure (Lemström et al.,
2022) and, thus, the ice rubble blocks in contact with the structure
stayed in place.

The results of this paper concerning weak ice agree with those
of Timco (1991). Timco studied ice pressure distributions on a horizon-
tally segmented inclined structure and found that for an upward sloping
structure, the maximum ice load occurred in the waterline region of the
structure. Further, the loads, further away from the waterline, were in
general low. However, as Figs. 6 and 7 show, the local pressure values
in the case of stronger ice seem to behave differently than in the ex-
periments conducted by Timco (1991). In his model-scale tests, Timco
only performed experiments with ice having the flexural strength up to
approximately 100 kPa. If the ice strength would have been further
increased, the results on the load distribution might have changed.
Full-scale observations from an ice-cone interaction process (Tripathi
et al., 2011), results from two-dimensional FEM-DEM simulations of
ice-structure interaction against a wide inclined structure (Paavilainen
and Tuhkuri, 2012), and model-scale experiments on ice interacting
with a downward sloping structure (Lu et al., 2013) have also indicated
that the pressures would mainly be transmitted to the waterline region.
Based on the experiments here, it appears that as the rubble pile
grounds and the ice is strong enough to consist of individual ice blocks,
the spatial pressure distribution does not agree with previous studies.
In the experiments here, however, there was a significant amount of
ice rubble in front of the structure and the measured ice pressure did
not associate with the intact ice sheet, as may have been with the other
studies.

Local pressures during the experiments were typically concentrated
in high pressure zones and a large part of the tactile sensor area seemed
to be non-loaded (Fig. 6). This tendency at the instances of peak load
events can be examined similarly to Frederking (2004) as follows. The
peak load events were selected from the pressure records by using
Rayleigh separation (Section 4.2). Table 2 shows the average number
of tactile sensor sensels, 𝑁𝑊 and 𝑁𝑀 , subjected to loading within
different pressure ranges with weak and medium ice, respectively. The
total number of tactile sensor sensels was 1768. The reader should
notice that the pressure ranges are here treated as relative and, thus,
have no unit.

Table 2 demonstrates that the area subjected to any loading (range
> 0) is approximately 50% higher with weak ice than with medium
ice. However, with the medium ice, a larger number of high individual
pressure values were measured (ranges with > 50). It appears that

weaker ice yields lower pressure values, but the load is distributed on
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Fig. 12. (a) The line load of the load event, 𝑞𝑙 and (b) the ratio between 𝑞𝑙 and the global line load, 𝑞𝑔 , as a function of the width of the load event, 𝐵. The local line load
during the highest measured global load reached a value of 2.2 kN/m, which is indicated by a dashed line in Figure (a).
a larger area, whereas the stronger ice induces large pressure peaks
on smaller areas. As Lemström et al. (2022) showed, the weak ice
yielded higher global loads than the medium ice. Thus, even if the local
pressure values are smaller with weak than with stronger ice, the slushy
morphology of the rubble piles consisting of weak ice can transfer the
loads to larger areas, effectively leading to higher global loads on the
structure.

5. Conclusions

This paper described model-scale experiments conducted to explore
the process of level ice interacting with a wide, sloping structure in
shallow water. During the experiments, an initially intact ice sheet was
pushed against a ten-meter-wide structure, divided into ten identical
segments along its waterline. The horizontal ice load on each segment
was measured independently and, in addition, tactile sensors were
13

utilized to measure the ice pressure on two of the segments. The
Table 2
The average amount of loaded tactile sensor sensels within different
pressure ranges at the instance of the peak load events. The total number
of sensels in a tactile sensor was 1768.

Pressure range 𝑁𝑊 𝑁𝑀 𝑁𝑊 ∕𝑁𝑀

> 0 153.7 103.2 1.49

0–10 98.0 60.9 1.61

10–25 38.7 22.6 1.71

25–50 11.8 11.7 1.01

50–100 4.6 5.8 0.79

> 100 0.5 2.1 0.26

strength of the model ice was varied. The focus was on the spatial
distribution of the ice load, the relationship between the loads on
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ifferent segments and the correlation between global and local loads.
ased on the analysis, the following conclusions are made:

• The ice load records measured on the individual segments over
the whole experiment correlated strongly (Sections 3.1 and 4.1).
The correlation coefficients for the load records were high and the
values of the mean and the maximum loads were approximately
equal for all segments. On the level of the entire interaction
process, the assumption of non-simultaneous ice load does not
apply.

• Despite high correlation coefficients of the complete ice load
records, the ice load records of the individual segments also
showed transient peaks, which could be used to define local
peak load events (Section 4.2). Most of the load events were
concentrated on one segment only, and very few load events
covered more than three segments or 60 times the ice thickness.

• Narrow local peak load events produced the highest local line
loads, with the magnitude and the share of the narrow events
increasing with the ice strength. Local line loads were up to
four times the magnitude of the simultaneous global line loads
(Section 4.2).

• An inclined structure having the ice thickness to structure width
ratio of 1:100 (width of approximately 5 m) would here have
been wide enough to be considered infinitely wide in regards of
high-load events (Section 4.2).

• The local ice pressure, as measured with tactile sensors, was
initially more or less evenly distributed and mainly located un-
derwater. After a grounded rubble pile had formed, the weakest
ice yielded a line-like zone of high pressure at the waterline, while
with the stronger ice, no high pressures were observed close to the
waterline, but instead, zones of high pressure appeared at upper
parts of the segments (Section 3.2).

his paper focused on the ice load distributions of the model-scale
xperiments. The global ice load levels, the parameter effects on the
lobal ice load, and the mechanical phenomena during the ice load-
ng process during the experiments are discussed in Lemström et al.
2022). This experimental campaign was conducted using a unique
xperimental set-up. Future work should, however, include variation
n parameters, such as structure slope, ice thickness and water depth.
hile further model-scale tests would be beneficial, some combina-
ions of parameters cannot for practical reasons be varied in model-
14

cale experiments. Thus, experimental studies should be complemented c
with numerical simulations similarly to Lemström et al. (2020), who
used the finite-discrete element method to simulate shallow water
ice-structure interaction in full-scale.
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Appendix. Reliability of tactile sensor measurements

Tactile sensors have been used in several studies related to local ice
loads (Sodhi, 1998, 2001; Frederking, 2004; Gagnon, 2008a,b; Määt-
änen et al., 2011, 2012; Serré et al., 2013a,b; Lu et al., 2013). It has
een shown that obtaining accurate measurements on pressure values
ithin a contact area is difficult, and that the measured spatial pressure
istributions are highly dependent on the resolution of the sensing
quipment. To asses the accuracy of the tactile sensor measurements in
hese experiments (Section 3.2), the loads measured by the sensors were

ompared to the segment load measurements. To obtain the horizontal
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Fig. A.14. The horizontal ice load records measured by the load cell, versus the one obtained by transforming the tactile sensor measurements to force values and projecting
them in the horizontal direction, as functions of the length of ice pushed against the structure, 𝐿 for segment 5 of experiment M-2. The correlation coefficient between the two
load records is 0.92.
load data for the sensor, the measured local pressure values were
summed and integrated to a force and projected into the horizontal
direction.

Fig. A.14 shows the records for the measured segment load, 𝐹𝑆 , and
he load derived for the tactile sensor. The records correlate strongly:
he Pearson correlation coefficient between the data sets was 0.92.
ince the tactile sensor does not cover the entire area of the segment,
he load measured by it would be expected to be lower than the
egment load. The ratio between the mean value of the load measured
y the tactile sensor and the segment load was approximately 0.54,
hereas the tactile sensor covered approximately 43% of the segment
rea. High correlation coefficients were observed in all experiments
ith successful tactile sensor measurements, which instils confidence
o them.
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